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Web site: www.startek.com.au/brmfc      Inc. No. A0001288M 

Have you ever thought of building and flying 

your own Radio Controlled model aircraft? 

If so why not come out to our field and see what it’s all about. 
Get away from the computer and try something real! 

The best time to visit is a Sunday morning. If it’s a nice day 
there will probably be several members out there flying their 
models. They will be only too pleased to give you some 
advice on the sport/hobby.  

The model pictured above is a popular ARF (Almost Ready to Fly) trainer aircraft known as a 
Boomerang and is the type you would learn to fly on. There are 
several excellent ARF trainer models on the market at very 
reasonable prices. 

The one pictured on the right is a much more advanced model 
and is typical of what you would move onto once you have 
mastered the trainer. It’s a scale model of a Brazilian Embraer 
Tucano, and has clocked up hundreds of flights. 

For more info visit our web site at http://www.startek.com.au/brmfc or contact the secretary Roger Carrigg on 
5334 2189, 0437 842 277. (or simply Google: model aircraft ballarat – we come up near top of list.) 

Where do we fly? 
Our flying field is 18km from Ballarat at the corner of Spreadeagle and Yendon-Egerton 
Roads Yendon. The map below shows our field location in the lower right corner. 

 

 Go out Eureka Street which becomes Navigators Road until you reach Yendon (about 12km) then turn left 
into Yendon-Egerton Road, cross the Ballarat-Geelong railway line and proceed east along the Yendon-
Egerton Road for a distance of 5km. 

 Turn left into Spreadeagle Road (unsealed) and proceed for about 400m where you will see the entry gate 
on your left. (There’s no road sign – the road name is stenciled on the culvert.) If the gate is closed please 
close it after you enter. 
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